Preface

Several years before this book was completed, I gave a talk at a company’s
annual meeting for its technologists. There was nothing particularly
unusual about that; I was representing Sun Microsystems to technologists
of a major customer. I spoke on new technologies being developed in Sun
Labs. Someone from Microsoft also spoke, as did someone from Google,
Intel, and so on. The meeting was held at a combination hotel/convention
center. That, too, was not surprising. What was odd was the phalanx of
hotel security guards who carefully monitored the meeting room as three
hundred attendees trooped back and forth between talks, meals, and coffee
breaks.
Because outsiders had been invited to attend the sessions, there was no
company proprietary information presented at the talks. The hotel was
somewhat isolated; it was a large complex on the edge of several four-lane
roads. I did not really think much about the security guards until the
evening a guard walked into the elevator as I was going up to my room.
Except for the United States right after September 11, and traveling in the
Soviet Union and China, I could not recall ever having been in a place
with so many security personnel, and I commented on the large number
of guards I had seen in the hotel.
“That’s good,” he replied. I thought about this a day later, as the hotel’s
shuttle service took me back to the airport. The driver had a uniform that
included a white shirt with epaulettes. I have taken shuttles in more states
of the union and to and from more airports than I care to count. Some
shuttle services are more professional than others, but never before had I
been driven to the airport by someone who looked like he worked for the
military in a third-world dictatorship. That’s when I began to reflect on
the security guards who had stood before the conference room.
I am sure that the company whose meeting it was did not arrange for
the guards. Rather it was the hotel that provided them as part of the service
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of running a conference. The service was unnecessary. Any determined
“spy”—I say “spy” in quotes because no proprietary information was
released during the conference—could have counterfeited a badge and
gone to hear the presentations. The guards kept out the hordes on the
street, except that the hotel was on an inaccessible four-lane roadway.
There was no street and no hordes. The guards were completely superfluous, but they were required by the hotel contract. The money the company
was spending on guards’ salaries was money it was not spending on training additional security technicians, on upgrading its IT infrastructure, or
on improving the security of its products (which included defense information systems sold to the U.S. government). These guards were not providing good security. The situation was even worse. The cost of this “security”
prevented this company from protecting what mattered.
The guards provided what Bruce Schneier has called security theater: the
appearance of security rather than the genuine article. There are thousands
of examples of this, from TSA inspections of passengers and X-rays of their
hand luggage without accompanying inspection of the parcels that ride in
the bellies of the planes, to the ubiquitous closed-circuit TV (CCTV)
cameras appearing everywhere with little evidence that their usage actually
cuts crime.1 The cost of CCTVs diverts money from such activities as community policing. As such, their use may actually be counterproductive.
Electronic communication is the lifeblood of modern society. Simultaneously, such communication can be central to how criminals and terrorists conduct their business. Not a day passes without another story of
Internet insecurities, critical infrastructure being attacked, attacks from
China on U.S. corporations, and Russian hackers targeting U.S. consumers
or Estonian government sites. In the decade since the attacks of September
11, in an attempt to keep the nation safe, the U.S. government has
embarked on an unprecedented effort to build surveillance capabilities into
communication infrastructure.
Unlike the TSA and CCTV examples, the issue of who is defending what
runs more deeply than the question of whether we are diverting funds
from techniques that may provide better security. What are these communication surveillance systems? Who are the guards? Are they really
protecting us? Or are they working for someone else? Could these surveillance capabilities be turned by trusted insiders for their own profit, or used
by our enemies to access our secrets? The fundamental issue is whether,
by housing wiretapping within communication infrastructure, we are creating serious security risks. Understanding whether building wiretapping into
communication infrastructure keeps us safe requires that we understand
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the technology, economics, law, and policy issues of communication surveillance technologies. That is the point and purpose of this book.
I begin in chapter 1 by laying out the issues of communication and
wiretapping within their social and legal contexts. In chapter 2, I discuss
the development of communication networks, both the telephone and the
Internet, while in chapter 3, I explain how the Internet came to be so
insecure. These two chapters are more technical than the rest of the book
and less technically trained readers may choose to skim them. I discuss
legal aspects of wiretapping in chapter 4, effectiveness of communications
surveillance in chapter 5, and evolving communications technologies in
chapter 6. In chapter 7, I examine who is intruding on our communications, how they intrude, and what they are seeking. Having built that
framework, in chapter 8, I look at the technology risks that arise when
wiretapping is embedded within communications infrastructures, while in
chapter 9, I look at the policy risks created by wiretapping technologies.
In chapter 10, I examine how communication takes place during disasters;
this gives different insights into communications security. I conclude in
chapter 11 by discussing how we might get communications security and
surveillance “right.”
Note: Because my focus in this book is on whether widespread communications surveillance enhances or endangers national security, I am
not addressing broader policy issues of U.S. national security. In particular,
I will discuss only peripherally the role that the concentration of executive
power over the last decades, and most particularly under the administration of President George W. Bush, has had in determining current U.S.
communications surveillance policy. This issue—which has been the
subject of many other publications—is beyond the scope of this book.

